
This presentation is being made to a select 
group of individuals believed to be "accredited 
investors" and otherwise suitable to subscribe 

to participation's in certain physical 
commodities contracts offered in a confidential 
subscription service provided by Commodities 

Online LLC.  Such offerings will be private 
placements exempt from registration under the 

Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the 
“Securities Act”), in accordance with the 

exemption provided by Rule 506 of Regulation 
D or by Regulation S promulgated under the 
Securities Act. This presentation is not an 

offering of such investments, which 
offerings are being made only in the offering 

documents and related materials available in & 
through the confidential subscription service.  

The following information about the offerings is 
qualified in its entirety by such offering 

documents and related materials.

““Join US and Discover the Secret”Join US and Discover the Secret”



We all know what is happening with the economy:

High Unemployment

Depressed Real Estate Values

The Declining Dollar

Flat Stock Market

A general feeling of uncertainty prevails around the world...yet, even with a Global Economic Slowdown 
the world still needs, consumes & uses products like:

*  Fish *  Wheat 

*  Rice *  Fuel

*  Coffee *  Gold

These products and so many others are known as “commodities.”



Regardless of our economies, people will still....
Drink Coffee
Eat Rice
Need fuel
Consume Fish
These commodities are consumed every day 
through out the world, over & over & over again.

Fish is now the most traded animal commodity on the 
planet, with about 100 million tons of wild and farmed fish 
sold each year. Europe has suddenly become the world's 
largest market for fish, worth more than 14 billion euros, or 
about $22 billion a year. Europe's appetite has grown as its 
native fish stocks have shrunk so that Europe now needs 
to import 60 percent of fish sold in the region. Prices have 
doubled  and tripled  in response to surging demand, 
scarcity and recent fishing quotas imposed by the 
European Union in a desperate effort to save native 
species. In London, a kilogram of lowly cod, the traditional 
ingredient of fish and chips, now costs up to £30, or close 
to $60, up from £6 four years ago.

This being a GLOBAL compulsion, the question is:



How can I learn, participate & PROFIT from these types of Commodities?
The Answer is......Commodities Online LLC



Commodities Online, LLC (“COLLC”) is a web-based portal providing educational & informational 
services about the physical commodities markets.

COLLC also provides a  subscription service that  allows online access to opportunities in 
Pre-Sold Physical Commodities Contracts.

A typical commodities trade includes:

Brokerage fees regardless of profit or loss.

High levels of Speculation and Risk.

Exchange traded futures and options contracts.

Commodities Online, LLC  is NOT:

A Commodities Broker.

A Trading Company.

A seller of speculative commodities futures or options.



Commodities Online, LLC does:

•Educate & inform its subscribers.

•Reduce Risks.

Allows subscribers to participate in Pre-Sold Physical Commodities 
Contracts.

What is a “Pre-Sold Commodities Contract”?

Commodities Online, LLC with its affiliated companies.

Secures a buyer for each physical commodity transaction at a pre-
determined price.

Purchases the commodity at a price that will yield a profit.

Coordinates the delivery of the physical commodity.

Inspects the delivered physical commodity.

Coordinates the fulfillment of the contracts and the delivery of funds.

Makes all necessary tax and regulatory filings.



The principals & management team responsible for 
negotiating the Pre-Sold Physical Commodities 
Contracts have over 40 years of experience in trading, 
sourcing & dealing with physical commodities.

Now, through the COLLC web portal, subscribers are 
able to leverage this wealth of experience & knowledge 
AND participate in these Pre-Sold Physical Commodities 
Contracts at their discretion.

COLLC subscribers have exclusive access to a web 
portal where various Pre-Sold Physical Commodities 
Contracts are posted.

Through the information provided by COLLC, 
subscribers, that is YOU, can make an educated & 
informed decision whether to participate in various Pre-
Sold Physical Commodities Contracts.



A recent post on the Commodities Online LLC web portal for a 
Pre-Sold Commodities Contract on Tuna.

Targeted Turnaround Time: 15 - 21 days
Targeted Rate of Return: 5% - 15%

How does Commodities Online LLC help minimize MY risk?

COLLC  with its Affiliated Companies purchase the physical commodities only AFTER they 
have secured a committed buyer.

While this does not GUARANTEE a profit, having a Pre-Sold Physical Commodities Contract 
greatly minimizes speculation and risk.

On a typical transaction, the committed buyer remits roughly 50% of the end sale price to 
COLLC or its Affiliated Companies prior to the ship leaving the dock.



Additionally, each shipment is insured.

While Commodities Online LLC cannot eliminate all risks… these features of Commodities 
Online LLC’s Pre-Sold Commodities Contracts remove many of the risks involved in 
purchasing and selling physical commodities.

SO WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR ME?
COLLC subscribers receive valuable commodities information AND they are  able to purchase 

positions in Commodities Online LLC's Pre-Sold Physical Commodities Contracts.



To participate in just ONE Jet Fuel Physical Commodity 
Contract on your own, could be as much as…
$187,000,000

Participating as a COLLC subscriber, you don't need 
MILLIONS, because of COLLC’s innovative system 
subscribers can participate in Pre-Sold Physical 
Commodities Contracts with as little as $5000.

Traditionally, to enter into a physical commodities contract on your own normally requires 
$$$MILLIONS$$$  AND having the right connections!!!



As a subscriber you fund your own account and 
then make purchases into as many positions as 
your resources allow.

At the end of each transaction, the principal and 
net profit on each transaction is allocated back to 
your cash account.

At this point, your principal and profits can be 
withdrawn or re-allocated to other Pre-Sold 
Physical Commodities Contracts.

While each Pre-Sold Physical Commodities 
Contract is different, the typical turnaround time for 
a contract could be as little as 15 – 21 days.

The targeted rate of return for a successfully 
completed contract ranges from 5% - 12%

Here is a recent finalized post on a 
Pre-Sold Commodities Contract for 

Red Snapper.

Date / Time:03/12/2010 10:13 AM 

Title: 02/24 Red Snapper Payout 

Red Snapper Contract 
Closed on 02/24/2010 

Paid on 03/11/2010 
15 day completion time at 7%!

Now....That's what I would call GOOD Fishing !!!



A leader in Forex Managed Accounts that charges $10,000 annually.

A well known Real Estate GURU Trainer who charges $20,000 for his 
Real Estate Boot Camp.
 
A popular Stock Market Training Company that charges up to $35,000 
for their entire training package.

TODAY........YOU can purchase a six month subscription for just $2000.

That is 6 months of information services.

That is 6 months of being able to participate in Pre-Sold Commodities 
Contracts.

Compare our subscription to:



“NO BUYERS REMORSE”
***LIMITED TIME OFFER***

30 Day Test Drive Period

Subscribe Today.....

Fund your Cash Account

Participate in as many Pre-Sold Commodities Contracts as your resources allow within 
your first 30 days

If...... after 30 days, you are not COMPLETELY SATISFIED simply inform us in writing and 
we will cancel your subscription AND refund your subscription purchase.

We’ll even allow you to keep any returns that you may have received during this time.

““NO BUYERS REMORSE”NO BUYERS REMORSE” ““NO BUYERS REMORSE”NO BUYERS REMORSE”



Due to the surging demand for Commodities Online, LLC’s subscription service, 
the $2000 introductory offer will eventually be raised to $3,000 Plus. 

By purchasing today, not only are you getting our service for just $2000, you also lock-in this 
rate against any future price increases.

Remember.... As a subscriber you get:

Valuable information services about the physical commodities markets.

The ability to participate in Pre-Sold Commodities Contracts for as little as $5000 instead of 
having to have $$$MILLION$$$.

The potential to profit handsomely with successfully completed transactions.



AND REMEMBER OUR:

***LIMITED TIME OFFER******LIMITED TIME OFFER***
““NO BUYERS REMORSE”NO BUYERS REMORSE”
30 Day Test Drive Period

WHEN YOU ARE READY TO GET STARTED...
CONTACT 

DERRICK Z. VENTERDERRICK Z. VENTER
954.213.2541

D.Venter@commoditiesonlinellc.com

SO...HOW DO I GET STARTED?

Order our DVD for only $49.99. You’ll receive more information and a special access code.

Purchase your 6 month subscription.

After reviewing the offering documents and available contracts, you may choose to fund your 
account and participate in Commodities Online, LLC Pre-Sold Commodities Contracts.



JOIN US EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY AT 8PM EST.  FOR OUR 
FREE INTRODUCTORY BUSINESS WEBINAR

EMAIL ME AT 
D.VENTER@COMMODITIESONLINELLC.COM 

FOR WEBINAR INSTRUCTIONS

How would you define “physical commodity investing?”

Your account with us allows you to purchase  participations in pre-sold contracts for various actual physical 
commodities that have already been sold. This is completely different to buying a futures or options contract.

How does investing in an actual existing contract compare to trading commodity futures contracts?

With Commoditiesonlinellc.com you invest in the actual contract., unlike the futures contracts that have the risk 
potential to develop negative equity in your account, our feature limits your risk.

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Commodities investing can be speculative, if you 
should have any doubts please seek independent advice prior to investing.

IT'S SIMPLE, IT'S EASY. IT'S COMMODITY ONLINE, LLC.

CONTACT 
DERRICK Z. VENTERDERRICK Z. VENTER

954.213.2541
D.Venter@commoditiesonlinellc.com

mailto:D.VENTER@COMMODITIESONLINELLC.COM
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